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•Preamble

•Present and future: the beauty

•SWOT approach



Why Wikisource?

Many serious digital libraries

Wikipedia is enough

Wikisource is not satisfying



Strengths

Wikisource 
works great!



Strengths

Wikisource is WIKI

Wikisource is here to stay
Wikisource is flameproof



Wikisource is here to stay

«WMF does not care so much about us, 
but as long as they grant us eternal 
servers we are fine with it.»

Nicolas Vigneron, 17 aug 2023 (CEST)



Wikisource is flameproof

is not



Wikisource is flameproof

Wikisource users 
do not argue 

about content

Wikisource users 
only care 

about sources



Wikisource is flameproof

Wikisource users 
may argue about 

accents or 
formatting rules

Wikipedia users 
argue about 

NPOV or 
notability

Trolls starve on Wikisource



Wikisource is flameproof

There are just two undisputed pillars

There must 
be a source

PD or 
CC-BY-SA 4.0



Wikisource is flameproof
There must be a source

websites vanish, Commons stays

•Scanned printed texts are reliable sources, 
•digital preexisting transcriptions aren’t



Scanned 
Printed 
Source



Uploaded 
to 

commons



Transcribed 
in 

Wikisource



Wikisource is flameproof
…as long as Copyright is respected

Wikisource reproduces, does not rephrase

•We must be totally strict about copyright 
•There is a lot of PD literature



Wikisource is WIKI

is like



Wikisource is WIKI

more like



Wikisource is WIKI

Mediawiki is not 
perfect

…but it is flexible and extensible
…but it is constantly developed

…but it is free and OpenSource



Wikisource is WIKI

A self sustainable project

not affiliated with political parties
has an active community

not depending on advertising



Weaknesses

and how to 
win or embrace them



Weaknesses

Wikisource is boring

Wikipedia does not need Wikisource

Wikisource is not “serious”



Wikisource is boring

No creative writing
Focused on formatting

Few contemporary texts



Respecting 
every single 
letter is an 
act of love



Formatting a 
text is a 

hard 
but exciting  

challenge

Templates Style sheets Cropped image



Reading 
Arabian 
script is 

cool!



Wikisource is not “serious”

Ancient texts need expert scholars

User-driven libraries can only be a mess

A transcription by inexperienced 
people will never be reliable.



Wikisource is not “serious”

We know what they said in 
2000’s

“Wikipedia cannot be a 
reliable source of knowledge”

Time is on our side



The Serious 
Online 

Encyclopedia
Started in 1993
Closed in 2009



The Free 
serious  

Encyclopedia 
that almost 
anyone can 

edit

5-10 edits per day



Meanwhile 
on 

Wikisource…



Meanwhile 
on 

Wikisource…

Anyone can 
fix a typo

Any damage 
can be reverted

Any text is going to 
get better and better



Wikisource does not provide recent texts

Wikisource 
needs librarians 
and bookkeepers

Wikinews needs 
newsagents



Opportunities

Where do we 
go from here?



Opportunities

Saving the sources of knowledge

Source-Data-Functions

Wikisource and the rest of the world



Saving the sources of knowledge

Chirographic 
revolution

Every change brings advantages



Media are changing…

Printing 
revolution

Every change implies selection



…faster and faster

Every change implies losses

Digital 
revolution



Wikisource 
has a crucial 

mission



WikiSource - Data - Functions

Wikisource is part of an 
already advanced ecosystem



Any great 
library uses 

metadata and 
database

so does Wikisource



Reach 
through the 
Wikiverse

Yes, Wikisource can be 
a source for Wikipedia



WikiSource and the rest 
of the world

Wikisource is perfect 
for GLAM collaborations



There is a 
world 

waiting for 
Wiki

Galleries

Libraries

Archives

Museums



Threats

and how to 
overcome them



Threats

No community 

Wikipedia does not need Wikisource

Technical overload



Wikipedia may not need Wikisource

Wikisource originated from Wikipedia 
but then followed an indipendent different 
path. This is fine

Time is on Wikimedia’s side



Wikisource is too hard to learn

•Many templates 
•different interface and workflow 
•transclusion



It’s a Wiki: 
copying 

someone’s 
code is fine



It’s a Wiki: 
helping 

newbies is 
important

Sometimes Wikipedians are the 
hardest learners



Wikisource community: is it real?

This is the key feature 
for any wikisource



The main 
ingredients 
for success

Only texts with 
explicit source

No copyright 
infringement

Firm rules 
create a bond of 
mutual respect

Firm rules 
leave space for 
common sense



The main 
ingredients 
for success

Active users 
engage other users

Different skills 
should be protected

Community-wide 
events engage users



The Beauty
Reading
Discovering
Preserving

Building

knowledge and people

Sharing




